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The past

Power profiling has always been an area that has received great interest within cycling specific research (Leo et al., 2021; Pinot & Grappe, 2011; Quod et al., 2010; Sanders & van Erp, 2021). Although there are numerous methodologies that fall under the umbrella of power profiling, there remains limited consensus on testing protocols, modelling procedures and practical applications. Arguably the most used methodology is deriving mean maximum power outputs (MMP) values from training and racing. This may be, at least partially, due to the ease in which MMP values can be derived. However, this approach does have several limitations. MMP data can include submaximal data, unstandardized effort lengths and changing environmental conditions (e.g., sea level vs. altitude). Even though MMP data have shown to be a good predictor of race typology, difficulty and performance (Leo, et al. 2021a; 2021b; Sanders and van Erp, 2021), little attention is often paid to the accuracy and reliability of the power output measurement. Since the first crank spindle manufactured power meters from SRM in the 1980s, many other companies came up with a similar product measuring power output via crank arms, spindles, and pedals. Despite the power meters’ popularity, little information is known about the accurate calibration process to ensure power meters measure valid and reliable. However, this is of paramount importance for all further power output data processing and analysis. Manual calibration of a power meter according to Wooles et al. (2005) is limited by most manufacturers due to their firmware policies and intellectual property rules. Instead, power meter manufacturers provide their internal “arbitrary” calibration process, which reveals little information for customers. In the authors’ opinion, it would be advantageous that power meters allow a manual adjustment of the slope and zero-offset alongside the automatic calibration process (e.g., via a mobile smartphone app), to ensure accurate and reliable power output readings.

The present

An interesting current avenue of research in the field of power profiling is to look at the decline in MMP values after accumulated work. This approach has been used in recent research (van Erp, Sanders, and Lamberts 2021; Leo, Spragg, Simon, Mujika, et al. 2021; Muriel et al. 2021) which has given some great insights into the role fatigue resistance plays in cycling performance. It has even been suggested adding the “fatigue resistance” component as the fourth component of Joyner and Coyle’s endurance performance model (Joyner and Coyle 2008).
alongside maximum oxygen uptake, the submaximal threshold boundaries (e.g., gas exchange threshold and critical power) and working economy/efficiency. This highlights the impact that power profiling can have on our understanding of the performance determinants of cycling. One could argue that all we have achieved is a better quantification of what coaches have known for years, be that what it may all hypotheses need to be rigorously tested!

The future

Looking to the future there are many avenues into which the field of power profiling can tread. Power profiling has historically helped researcher to first describe, and more recently to (better) explain performance in cycling. However, thus far, one major limitation of power profiling has been its detachment from what is happening in the heart of the peloton. Researchers are often limited in their ability to draw conclusions because of the potential influence of how race tactics are being deployed. However, rather than seeing this as a limitation it can be viewed as an opportunity. Performance is always multi-facetted. It arises from the interplay of numerous factors including power production, tactics, psychology, social structures, biomechanics and many more. One could argue that the real efficacy of power profiling will come when the measured power output values are considered in conjunction with other factors. A great example of this is a recent paper by van Erp, Kittel, and Lamberts 2021 whereby the influence of different race tactics on power output prior to a sprint finish were analysed in partnership with the athlete that had produced them. This more nuanced approach is arguably a more valuable one. Not only because it gives a richer context to power meter data, but it can also help to translate the findings of any research back into the world of professional cycling.

The future is bright so long as the field of power profiling continues to not only further our understanding of performance, but also shapes, and improves performance. Therefore, we encourage all efforts to achieve these objectives.
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